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This year marks the twenty-fifth anni-
versary of Current Contentse /Life Sci-
ences (CC”-/LS). I The true beginnings
of CC go back to earlier editions in the
information, management, and social
sciences. z CC/LS, however, really
started when I was working as “docu-

mentation” consultant to the pharma-

ceutical industry. Charlotte Studer
Mitchell, a librarian at Miles Labora-
tories, asked me to produce a contents
page service for the medical and phar-
maceutical literature. A similar service
was available at firms like Lederle
Laboratories.~

CC/LS was not an instant success.
The advent of Xerox platemaking tech-

nology made it possible for me to mtthi-
Iith printed contents pages on an

8- X 10” sheet of paper in 1S1”’s first
office. (See Figure 1.) The demand for
the service grew steadily, first among
the pharmaceutical companies, and
later in academe after we started to
print CC in pocket-sized format.

Today CC/LS has an estimated read-
ership of more than 250,000 scientists

throughout the world. In some places, a
single subscription is shared by hun-

dreds of readers. We’ve come a long
way since those early days when I used

to lea~e copies in the restrooms at the
April meetings of the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental
Biology (FASEB) in Atlantic City, New
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Jersey. At the meetings of the American
Society for Clinical Investigation, I ap-
proached the “young Turks” on the
boardwalk and asked if I could “sur}ey”
how they were getting current scientific
information. Many of them became ear-
ly subscribers to CC, and went on (o
make important breakthroughs in medi-

cine. I like to believe CC was of some
help to them, and continues to be so.

I could, of course, rhapsodize about

the many new features added to CC
since it began as a simple compilation of
xeroxed contents pages. Even back in
those days, the cost of paper, printing,
and postage was not trivial. So the first
innovation was reduction and~or cut

and paste. This occasionally means that
the print size is smaller than ideal, but
we are still largely at the mercy of the
individual journals unless we use com-
pletely computerized typography, For
many reasons, as advanced as this tech-
nology is now, it is often impossible to
computer-typeset a contents page in a
format identical to that of the original

journal. And it is a remarkable example

of human resistance to change that
many publishers will not give even half
an inch to make their contents pages
more legible in CC. ~

I emphasize these points because
many people seem to forget that CC ‘s
primary use is for browsing. The typical
reader still thumbs through almost every
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page of CC and then checks off those ar-
ticles which are must reading—in the li-
brary or as reprint requests.

You may wonder why we go to so
much troub[e to provide current jour-
nal, subject, and other indexes. On par-
ticular occasions, even the most diligent
browsers may be in a hurry to find the
latest issue of Lancet or the Journa/ of
Biological Chemistry to locate an article

they or some colleagues have just pub-
lished. Librarians also find the journal
index handy for a variety of reasons, so
we also cumulate them three times a

year. While this is included in CC/LS,

our Quarterly Index 10 Current Con-
tents” /Life Sciences (QUICC ‘“/LS)5 is

not, We launched it a few years ago be-
lieving that most readers had a need for
it. As it turns out, it is used mainly by
libraries.

Every good joumal needs a table of
contents. Ours includes the alphabetical
list of journals covered in that issue and

also identifies the categories we have set

up for those who may want to skip over
specialties they rarely consult. These
rough classifications can never satisfy all
readers any more than we can design a
perfect subject index. The Author In-
dex and Address Directory is intended
to provide addresses for reprint requests
as well as to identify where the research
was done.

I’m still hoping that someday we will
be able to include telephone numbers in
this directory to facilitate communica-
tion. After all, that’s what CC is all
about. Of course, the average reader
doesn’t realize how much effort we ex-
pend in preparing those addresses. Most
life sciences journals now include un-
ambiguous and complete addresses.~

But a large number still do not. The
problem is still quite serious in the soft
sciences or in more traditional journals
in the sociology or history of science.

Most publishers realize that regular
exposure to a relevant journal will even-
tually cause a CC reader to enter a sub-
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scnption, or recommend its purchase to
the librarian. At that time, the Publish-
ers Address Directory in CC is impor-
tant in expediting the purchase. It’s also
useful just to know who the publisher is
since readers learn to expect high stan-
dards from certain publishers. While
most CC readers are strictly browsers,
many others combine browsing with a
systematic approach to locating all rele-
vant articles in their own area of exper-
tise. Our Weekly Subject Zndex ( WSf)

was designed with such readers in mind.

But WSI also helps you when you want
to locate a particular title you’ve en-
countered in a recent issue. ~

If you’re taking a systematic approach
to your perusal of CC, you may want to
adopt a system developed independent-
ly by several CC readers. I first heard
about this method in detail when I was
traveling on the Trans-Siberian Rail-
road. I was accompanied by my dear
friend and colleague, Victor Vaskov-
sky, Far East Research Center Institute

for Marine Biology, USSR Academy of
Sciences. Vaskovsky acted as my trans-
lator when I was invited to conduct a
lecture tour of the USSR several years
ago. As we were watching the vast Si-
berian tundra go by, he told me about
his clever and highly organized system
for using CC,

Figure 2 shows a reduced copy of a
worksheet that is used by Vaskovsky

and others. Vaskovsky prepares a pro-
file of terms arranged in alphabetic or-
der. He checks each of these terms in
WSI. If he finds there are entries of in-
terest that week, he notes the article
page number next to the appropriate CC
page number on the worksheet. He
doesn’t turn back to each page one at a

time. When he begins his browse

through CC, he can check the work-
sheet to see whether there are papers on
that page to check. All this saves a great
deal of time over looking up items one

at a time. He then prepares reprint re-
quest cards for articles that are not
available in his library. Vaskovsky
makes a practice of buying the latest
and most beautiful Soviet stamps so that
many of his reprint contacts look for-
ward to his cards.’7 Reprints often arrive
months before the journals do. John
Keesey, UCLA School of Medicine,
uses a similar approach. ~ He’s tried ask-
ing others to check WSI for him, but
has found that the only way to be sure
all important articles have been iden-
tified is to do the checking himself. This
is his form of “information insurance. ”

Another CC scanner, Francis C. G.
Hoskin, Illinois Institute of Technology,
uses his copy of CC as a personal
reference tool, Hoskin first goes
through each issue, and dog-ears the CC
pages in which he has identified perti-
nent papers. After checking to make
sure he hasn’t already received a pre-
print, he goes to the library. There he

verifies that each article is relevant to

his interests, and puts a colored tag on
the appropriate page in CC. For exam-
ple, a red tag indicates an article on
phosphorus as a primary area of inter-
est, a yellow tag sulfur, etc. Some issues
have many colored tags, some none.
Hoskin reads the articles bearing on his
present research, and stores the tagged

copies of CC in his office. When the
need arises, as in rewriting a grant appli-
cation, he can tap this file of references.
Pulling the issues of CC that have the ap-
propriate colored tags, he returns to the
library, and retrieves the articles he
wants.~

There are undoubtedly many varia-
tions on the basic theme described
above. One of my friends in Mexico de-

vised a clever scheme for translating
WSI into a coordinate indexing system.
Using two copies of the index, he could
compare the list of article numbers
under two different terms in WSI, and
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‘lgure2: Current Contents@ (C@) worksheet similar to one devised by Soviet sciendat Victor Vaskovsky.
After checking a profile of terms in the Week/ySubject fndex at the back of each issue, Vaskovsky
writes the journal page number of appropriate articles next to the corresponding CC page number,
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when these numbers matched he knew

they were articles on a combination of
general terms.

It is not so much the reading or scan-
ning of CC that readers consider a bur-
den, but rather the work it leads to,
such as preparing reprint requests, or
storing the references on file cards.
While many can afford the luxury of

having the departmental secretary pre-
pare these requests, these tasks are
often simplified by the use of 1S1’s
Reque.~t-A -Print R (RAP) cards,

The advent of the microcomputer,
and the minicomputer before it, has in-
creased the interest in obtaining refer-
ences identified in CC by scanning in
computer-readable form. The interest
in adapting microcomputers to the re-

print retrieval problem is illustrated by

the response to the PRIMA ‘TE system
which I described about two years

ago. 10 Over 200 readers wrote to me.
PRIMA TE was originally an acronym
for Personal Retrieval of Information by
Microcomputer And Terminal Ensem-
ble. In the future, it would more accu-
rately be called a system for Personal
Retrieval of Information, Manuscript
preparation, And Telecommunications

Ensemble. While a number of unantici-

pated factors have delayed the imple-
mentation of PRIMA TE, I’m glad to
report that a practical system is close to
implementation.

One of the complexities involved in
developing such a system is the large
number of different hardware ensem-
bles available. PRIMA TE was originally
designed only to solve the problem of
burgeoning reprint collections, Using

some clever string-searching algorithms,

you could search your personal files by
title words, subject descriptors, au-

thors, etc. Once we did more market
research, however, we found that peo-
ple not only wanted text searching but
word processing for manuscript prepa-

ration, etc. P urthermore, the average

CC reader wanted PRIMATE to aug-
ment his or her scanning by reducing
the work needed to input bibliographic
data, especially authors’ addresses. And
since microcomputer technology was
changing so rapidly, PRIMA ‘TE also
had to function as a terminal so that
readers could access our, and other,
online data bases in a user-friendly way.

In the future, a CC reader with access

to a PRIMATE system would be able to
scan CC in the usual way. After check-
ing the articles of interest you would
simply key in the issue code numbers
that already appear on the CC page.
These appear in the ovals at the top of
each page. A lab assistant or secretary
could be trained to key in these article
identifiers (a combination of our issue

code number and page number). Once
online to the CC data base, the keying

of these code numbers would cause the
complete bibliographic information to
be stored on your microcomputer’s
floppy discs. Reprint cards could then
be generated as a by-product.

A few CC readers have even sug-
gested that they would want to scan
contents pages on their video display
units. While this is technically possible
right now, it does not take into account

the real shortcomings of video display
units for prolonged reading purposes. It
also ignores the reality of typographical
and other aesthetic considerations that
make scanning pleasant. In the foresee-
able future, perhaps in five to ten years,
flatbed portable screens may become
commercially available. That may make
it possible to substitute the printed page
with electronic images. In that event we

would simply transmit relevant portions
of CC to you based on a journal profile

or profiles comparable to those we use
in Automatic Subject Citation Aiert
(ASCA l’). PRIMATE ‘s software would
enable you to identify or mark those ar-
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titles you want to store permanently in
your own PRIMA TE file.

Clearly it is a simple step from this to
generate a list of articles to be sent to
your library, so that the articles them-
selves could be delivered to you. In the
meantime I suspect that even on its for-
tieth anniversary, CC will still be going
out in a printed version. Most of us will
continue to browse on planes and other
places where electronic access, even if
developed to perfection, will not be
readily available.

There is a great deal of speculation

about the future paperless society in-

cluding paperless journals. A modest
amount of progress has been made in
testing the feasibility of such systems.
But even in the most advanced systems
for storing the entire text of articles in

chemistry or physics, there is not yet a
hint of eliminating the printed journals
from which the electronic versions are
made in the first place. This may change
if the cost of paper and postage esca-
lates even more rapidly than in the past
few decades. But for now it is still more

efficient to deliver packages of highly
relevant information on paper than it is

to deliver that much information elec-
tronically. Just imagine the telecommu-
nications traffic implied by delivering
15,0CM)copies of a scientific journal like

the Journal of the American Chemical

Society for browsing.
It is my expectation that by the end of

this twenty-fifth anniversary year, the
“PRIMA TE II “ system I’ve described

here will become available to simplify
the task of using CC. However, another

system worthy of mention was devel-

oped several years ago by Irv Sher, 1S1’s
director of development and quality

control. Called “Super CC, ” this system

is the ultimate combination of our
ASCA system with CC. Instead of using

a worksheet such as the one described
earlier, we would use your personal pro-

file to generate a weekly computer
printout that would tell you which pages
of CC contained articles satisfying your
profile specs. The Super CC printout
would identify the specific articles of in-

terest to you within each CC page.
Although PRIMA TE is designed to

facilitate this approach, if you don’t
plan on using a microcomputer, you
might consider the benefits of combin-
ing your CC scanning with the benefits
of an A SCA profile. The fact is that
there are hundreds of CC readers who
have been doing this for years. I’ve
never understood why there aren’t

more. Sher’s plan reduces the cost of
delivering ASCA by limiting the weekly
printout to one page. That’s why I refer
to it as the mini-ASCA. There are
significant costs in operating any selec-
tive dissemination of information sys-
tem like ASCA just in getting profiles
prepared, implemented, and main-
tained. But Super CC might be a prac-

tical way of providing you with “insur-
ance” that you had not missed anything
in your reading. And it could even in-
corporate features such as citation
searching so that you could tell who is
referring to your work. If any of this ex-
cites you, please let me know and I’ll be
glad to give you a more detailed view of
the possibilhies.

Although it has been the case for over
15 years, most readers do not realize

that CC is available on magnetic tapes.
The advent of minicomputer and micro-
computer systems has heightened the

awareness of some readers to the poten-
tial of CC on tapes. However, the cost
of these tapes must be shared by a group

in order to make them cost-effective.
Presently, in spite of the cost of paper

and postage, there is no way that the
electronic version can be delivered at
the same price as the printed version. It
remains to be seen whether in time tech-
nology can overcome that cost barrier.



But if we could transmit CC to you by
telephone or by satellite that would sim-
ply be the reverse of what you can do
with the PRIMA TE II system.

For those of you who can remember
CC during the first years, thanks for
your support. Here’s hoping you’ll be
with us for the next 25. Although there
is much talk about the paperless society,

don’t hold your breath. We were sup-
posed to have arrived at the cashless so-
ciety by now until people learned that

there are many unforeseen conse-
quences of such systems. While the
EUGRAM~ 1 may be the wave of the
future, we may yet discover that there
was much more to the Gutenberg revo-
lution than the invention of printing.

*****

My thanks to Joe Pickett for his help

in the preparation of this essay, ~,%1 ,,,
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